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Large-scale metasurfaces promise nanophotonic performance improvements to macroscopic optics
functionality, for applications from imaging to analog computing. Yet the size scale mismatch
of centimeter-scale chips versus micron-scale wavelengths prohibits use of conventional full-wave
simulation techniques, and has necessitated dramatic approximations. Here, we show that tailoring
“fast direct” integral-equation simulation techniques to the form factor of metasurfaces offers the
possibility for accurate and efficient full-wave, large-scale metasurface simulations. For cylindrical
(two-dimensional) metasurfaces, we demonstrate accurate simulations whose solution time scales
linearly with the metasurface diameter. Moreover, the solver stores compressed information about
the simulation domain that is reusable over many design iterations. We demonstrate the capabilities
of our solver through two designs: first, a high-efficiency, high-numerical-aperture metalens that is
20,000 wavelengths in diameter. Second, a high-efficiency, large-beam-width grating coupler. The
latter corresponds to millimeter-scale beam design at standard telecommunications wavelengths,
while the former, at a visible wavelength of 500 nm, corresponds to a design diameter of 1 cm,
created through full simulations of Maxwell’s equations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Simulating Maxwell’s equations underpins the explo-
ration of wave phenomena across nanophotonics, from
complex interference effects [1–3] to exotic band topol-
ogy [4–6]. Yet for the emerging field of metasurfaces [7–
9], where diameters are readily centimeter-scale (cm-
scale) or larger, standard tools such as finite differ-
ence [10, 11] and finite element [10, 12] methods can-
not provide accurate solutions in a reasonable time. One
typically must employ dramatic approximations, such as
the unit-cell approximation [13–15], for proof-of-principle
demonstrations. In this paper, we develop a “fast direct”
solver, based on well-conditioned integral formulations of
electromagnetic scattering, to achieve fast and accurate
fullwave simulation and design of large-scale metasur-
faces. Fast-direct solver techniques have been proposed
and developed in the applied mathematics community
over the past decade [16–22], descendent from fast mul-
tipole methods [23–27]; we show that a modified fast-
direct implementation tailored to the unique geometry
of metasurfaces can lead to accurate simulations with
computation times scaling linearly (technically, quasilin-
early) with the diameter of the metasurface. We imple-
ment the fast-direct technique for cylindrical metasur-
faces (translation-invariant in one direction) of both TE
and TM polarizations, and demonstrate superior scaling
compared with a finite-difference approach. The speed
and accuracy of this approach enables a striking demon-
stration: the fullwave design (by adjoint optimization)
of a high-NA metalens that is twenty thousand wave-
lengths in diameter. For a 500 nm visible wavelength,

∗ equal contribution

this corresponds to a metasurface diameter of 1 cm. Our
simulation technique readily accepts any source field,
which we illustrate in a second demonstration of a high-
efficiency, large-area, aperiodic grating coupler. Our re-
sults showcase the promise of fast-direct fullwave solvers
for large-area metasurfaces, enabling the full complexity
of nanophotonic wave physics to be harnessed at macro-
scopic scales.

The workhorse simulation tools in nanophotonics
are finite-difference and finite-element methods [10–12].
There are a few advantages of these methods that have
made them so popular. First, matrix discretizations of
differential equations are relatively easy to implement.
Second, the matrices are sparse, thanks to the local na-
ture of electromagnetic interactions, such that solutions
of the linear equations can easily be accelerated [28].
Finally, for a subset of these approaches—including
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method—
parallelization can be efficient and relatively straight-
forward to implement. However, these collective advan-
tages also come with drawbacks. Differential operators
are unbounded (typically exhibited as eigenvalues going
to infinity), leading to ill-conditioned matrix representa-
tions [16, 29]. Finite-resolution sampling creates wave-
speed inaccuracies that cause increasingly large phase-
accumulation errors at increasing scattering-region sizes.
Hence, even if the amount of time to run an FDTD sim-
ulation nominally increases linearly with the size of a
domain (for a fixed resolution), to keep the error fixed
one has to increase the resolution, quickly leading to im-
practically large computation times for large scatterers.

Integral equations are a well-known alternative to their
differential counterparts, arising through consideration
of the current/polarization response fields within a scat-
tering body (or at its interfaces) and enforcing consis-
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tency between these currents and the fields they excite.
The central operator in an integral equation is a con-
volutional Green’s-function operator that represents the
field excited from a point source in the absence of the
scattering body. Green’s functions encode the correct
speed of light, preventing the phase error plaguing dif-
ferential approaches. Moreoever, integral equations can
be numerically well-conditioned by the nature of inte-
gral operators [16]. These advantages, however, come
with their own drawbacks. First, the singular nature of
Green’s functions (e.g., divergent fields at a point source)
requires careful discretization. Second, the resulting ma-
trices are dense, which can quickly lead to impossible long
simulation times without clever acceleration techniques.
A common approach for acceleration is to exploit the
convolutional nature of Green’s functions in an iterative
linear-equation solver, which relies on fast matrix-vector
multiplication.

Two leading integral-equation techniques are the dis-
crete dipole approximation (DDA) [30–35] and the
method of moments (MoM) [10, 36]. Their approaches
highlight some of the tensions in overcoming the draw-
backs discussed above. Both DDA and MoM techniques
are typically implemented with iterative solvers that rely
on fast matrix-vector multiplication. In DDA this is par-
ticularly simple, as the integral equation is discretized on
a uniform grid whose translational symmetry enables use
of fast Fourier transforms. However, it has traditionally
been difficult to accurately discrete the singular Green’s
functions on a uniform grid, and DDA solutions tend to
offer a low accuracy that further degrades with modest
refractive indices or scatterer sizes [34]. Conversely, MoM
methods typically use a reasonable numerical integration
(quadrature) scheme, but incur significant complexity in
generating triangular/tetrahedral meshes and the corre-
sponding matrix elements, and then in developing algo-
rithms for fast matrix-vector multiplication without the
translational symmetry of the uniform grid. Both DDA
and MoM solvers can achieve quasilinear computation
times per iteration [36], O(N) for N degrees of freedom
(“order N ,” up to logarithmic corrections), but the num-
ber of iterations needed for convergence increases with
the scatterer size, ultimately stalling these approaches
before they reach the largest possible sizes.

“Fast direct solvers” [16] represent a promising new
approach to solving integral equations. A noteworthy
recent example is given in Ref. [22], which starts with
a simple uniform grid, but uses the high-order quadra-
ture scheme developed in Ref. [29] to accurately resolve
the Green’s-function singularity. Then, instead of using
an iterative solver that suffers at large scatterer sizes,
Ref. [22] use a direct solver build from a multilevel com-
pression of the Green’s function matrix, exploiting the
information-sparsity of long-range interactions [16]. This
“fast-direct” solver successfully reduces the computation
time of two-dimensional simulations from cubic scaling
with N simulation degrees of freedom, i.e., O(N3) (for
standard dense linear algebra solvers) to O(N3/2). Ide-

ally, however, one would like a simulation approach that
scales linearly with the problem size, in order to enable
simulations at the largest size scales.
Complementary to such “full-wave” solvers are approx-

imation techniques, exploiting physical simplifications to
reduce computational complexity. For metasurfaces, for
example, unit-cell [13–15] and overlapping-domain [37]
approximation methods are popular schemes for build-
ing large-area, single-layer devices from small-region con-
stituents. Similarly, for waveguide and grating-coupler
devices, adiabaticity is used to simplify in-plane prop-
agation and out-of-plane coupling [38–40]. However,
in each case the set of devices that satisfy the requi-
site approximations is strongly constrained, and much of
the multiple-scattering physics of electromagnetic waves
must be discarded.
In this work, we improve the fast-direct, integral-

equation-based simulation technique of Ref. [16] to ef-
ficiently simulate metasurface geometries at extraordi-
narily large scales (tens of thousands of wavelengths in
diameter). We start by reviewing fast-direct solvers and
describing our proposed improvements (Sec. II). Our fast
solver exploits the large aspect ratio of metasurface ge-
ometries and has a simulation time that scales linearly
with metasurface diameter. We demonstrate its capa-
bilities in Sec. III, where we test its simulation prowess
against a standard FDTD simulation tool, and then use
it design metasurfaces that are thousands of wavelengths
in diameter. Finally, we conclude with a brief summary
and discussion of new avenues to pursue (Sec. IV).

II. A FAST-DIRECT SOLVER FOR
METASURFACES

For a scattering domain V with material susceptibil-
ity distribution χ(r), within which an incident field Einc

induces a polarization-field response P(r), the volume
integral (Lippmann–Schwinger) equation is

P(r) = χ(r)

(
Einc(r) +

∫
V

G(r, r′)P(r′)dr′
)
, (1)

where G is the background Green’s function, whose con-
volution with P determines the scattered field. Through-
out, we will assume a background of free space. Integral-
equation methods can be adapted to non-vacuum back-
grounds, though care is needed to ensure that the sim-
ulations remain fast and efficient. Equation (1) applies
to any nonmagnetic scatterer in three dimensions, if χ is
interpreted as a tensor field and G as a dyadic Green’s
function. For the remainder of this article, for simplicity
of notation we will assume an isotropic scalar susceptibil-
ity in two dimensions. Generalizations to tensor suscep-
tibilities are simple and straightforward. Generalizations
to three-dimensional Green’s functions are possible and,
as discussed in the Conclusions section, represent an im-
portant future step.
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In this section, we describe a fast-direct solver for
Eq. (1), tailored to metasurface geometries, i.e., scatter-
ers with large aspect ratios. Starting from a square grid
discretization, which is easy to set up but low accuracy,
local correction terms (by “Duan–Rokhlin quadrature”)
can increase accuracy with only a few near-diagonal cor-
rections (Sec. IIA). This Green’s function can then be
compressed by interpolative decomposition, using a bi-
nary tree structure that further aids in computing a com-
plete or approximate inverse of the integral-equation ma-
trix (Sec. II B). If the approximate inverse is built, then a
few iterations will quickly converge to the final solution.

A. Duan–Rokhlin quadrature

Square grids are powerfully simple for discretization.
They are especially common in finite difference meth-
ods [10, 11], where they yield relatively simple second-
order-accurate approximations of differential operators.
For integral equations, however, a difficulty arises for a
square-grid discretization (or any “Nyström” discretiza-
tion, in which the unknown variables are the field val-
ues at specific positions, instead of basis-function coeffi-
cients) of Eq. (1): the diagonal elements of the matrix
representation of the Green’s function operator would
be proportional to the self-term G(r, r), which diverges.
The simplest approach, which yields the DDA method,
is to ignore the self term in the summation. In a two-
dimensional scattering domain with discrete points ri on
the grid, and grid spacing h, the DDA approximation of
Eq. (1) is:

P(ri) = χ(ri)

Einc(ri) +
∑
j ̸=i

G(ri, rj)P(rj)h
2

 , (2)

which can be understood mathematically as the applica-
tion of the “punctured trapezoidal rule” to Eq. (1). As
resolution increases and h decreases, the error of the so-
lution of Eq. (1) decays at best as h2. Various versions of
DDA approximate the self-term through physical polar-
izability arguments [30–35], but none of these approaches
change the underlying error scaling as a function of res-
olution. The sizeable errors in the DDA approximation,
and their relatively slow scaling with h, ultimately limit
the size of the scattering body (e.g., metasurface) that
can be simulated quickly and efficiently.

There is a simple-to-implement correction to Eq. (2)
that can dramatically increase its accuracy, without sac-
rificing the simplicity of the square-grid discretization.
The idea was developed in Ref. [29], based on the fol-
lowing observation. Since a polarization field P is com-
pactly supported and smooth for a compactly supported
smooth scatterer (as discussed above), any integration
of P by standard trapezoidal rule will converge super-
algebraically, i.e., it will incur an error smaller than hm

for any m > 0 (cf. Ref. [41]). Hence, the errors in Eq. (2)
as an approximation of Eq. (1) come entirely from the

singular elements of G, along the diagonal. In Ref. [29],
such errors are systematically corrected by modifying a
few weights near the diagonal. The first correction that
one can make is to the singularity (diagonal) coefficient
itself; for 2D scalar waves, correcting this term leads to
∼ h4 error scaling. Correcting successive neighbors by
moment matching leads to higher-order accuracies. For a
set Ni that includes the point ri and its nearest neighbors
(and possibly next nearest neighbors, etc.), one arrives at
a modified version of Eq. (2):

P(ri) = χ(ri)

(
Einc(ri) +

∑
j ̸=i

G(ri, rj)P(rj)h
2

+
∑

rj∈Ni

τ(ri, rj)P(rj)h
2

)
(3)

Equation (3) successfully achieves both simple, square-
grid discretization, as well as high accuracy. Ref. [29]
demonstrated up to tenth-order accuracy for TE (scalar)
waves with a 25-point stencil for τ(ri, rj); we find be-
low that even fourth-order accuracy leads to significant
improvements over conventional DDA, and requires only
a single correction, along the diagonal, for each source
point. The straightforward corrections of Eq. (3) high-
light the more general idea that it is easier to achieve
stable, high-order discretizations for integral equations
than for their differential counterparts because numerical
integration is free of numerical cancellations that plague
numerical differentiation. The order of accuracy of a dis-
cretization of Eq. (1) is solely determined by the order
of the numerical quadrature for convolving the Green’s
function against the polarization field [42].
The simplicity of the above high-order quadrature

scheme comes from the assumption that the scatterer
is smooth, i.e., without discontinuous boundaries. This
might seem useless for the typical scenario in nanopho-
tonics, with discrete materials and sharp boundaries.
However, any discontinuous material interface can be
well-approximated by a narrow but smooth transi-
tion. One can smooth susceptibility distributions using
Planck-taper, sigmoid, and other filter functions, tailored
to the discretization resolution to ensure that the bound-
ary is sufficiently sampled, to obtain results close enough
to exact solutions after applying quadrature corrections.
By combining the quadrature scheme and boundary

smoothing described above, we arrive at a matrix form
of Eq. (1), the volume integral equation:

(I−BG)ψ = f (4)

where I is an identity matrix, B is a diagonal matrix
with elements Bi,i = χ(ri)h

2, G is the free-space Green’s
function matrix, including correction terms τ , and ψ and
f are the vector representations of P and χEinc, respec-
tively. The next question, then, is how to efficiently solve
the matrix equation of Eq. (4). It is well-conditioned (due
to its integral-equation origins), but the Green’s-function
matrix G is dense. A fast solver is needed to compute
ψ = (I−BG)−1f .
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B. Fast direct solver techniques

Fast direct solvers compute the solution ψ = (I −
BG)−1f directly and efficiently based on compressed rep-
resentations of G [22]. A low-rank matrix is easy to
compress: one can simply store the singular vectors cor-
responding to nontrivial singular values. Unfortunately,
G is neither low rank nor approximately low rank. How-
ever, it is hierarchically off-diagonal low rank (HODLR),
which means that the off-diagonal blocks of G are low
rank, at every scale. For example, writing G as a block
2×2 matrix, the two off-diagonal blocks are low rank.
Moreover, each of the diagonal blocks can be decomposed
into smaller 2×2 blocks, each of which have off-diagonal
blocks which themselves are low rank. And so on, re-
cursively. This property is depicted in Fig. 1(a), which
shows both the magnitude of the elements of a proto-
type Green’s function, and the recursive decomposition
of a Green’s-function matrix into diagonal (shaded) and
low-rank (white) blocks. Physically, the HODLR prop-
erty arises because even though wave amplitudes decay
slowly in space, the information contained in those ampli-
tudes decays quickly [16]. (For example, accurate mod-
eling of the radiation into a fixed volume V can require
significantly fewer multipole moments as the separation
increases.)

A HODLR representation can yield simple recursive
expressions for the needed matrix inverse, but recursive
computation can be inefficient in practice, and especially
difficult to efficiently implement in a parallel comput-
ing environment. A non-recursive approach is to store
each constituent component of the matrix in a binary
tree structure, as in Fig. 1(b). Physically, this corre-
sponds to physical subdivisions of a scatterer, as de-
picted in Fig. 1(b). A compressed representation of G
can consist of the information of each block (of vary-
ing sizes) in Fig. 1(a). The diagonal (shaded) blocks re-
quire dense storage, but can all be relatively small. The
off-diagonal blocks can be stored with any decomposi-
tion (singular value, interpolative, etc.) that exploits
the low-rank nature of those blocks. The total stor-
age scales as O(kN logN), where k is the upper limit
of the off-diagonal rank of G [16]. In two dimensions,
k is proportional to N1/2, while in three dimensions,
k ∼ O(N2/3). Then matrix multiplication and matrix
inversion can operate directly on these stored representa-
tions, in times that scale as O(kN logN). For our simula-
tions, we compress G into hierarchically block separable
(HBS) form [22], and we use interpolative decomposition
(ID) for the low-rank approximation [16, 22], as it saves
compression time and memory.

Further compression savings can typically be made by
exploiting the surface equivalence principle: the fields
emanating from a volume of currents can be exactly re-
produced by appropriate surface currents. Hence, the
low-rank approximation of the interactionG between any
two blocks in Fig. 1(c) can replace the source volume
with discrete surface points (on that volume), which is

referred to as a “proxy surface” [16, 22]. By utilizing a
number of points proportional to the surface instead of
the volume, the compression complexity can be reduced,
with a compression time that scales os O(N3/2) instead
of O(N2) [22].

However, for metasurface geometries that are thin in
the direction perpendicular to their diameter, with enor-
mous aspect ratios, the surface area to volume ratio is
much larger than for a box domain, rendering such proxy
surfaces ineffective in reducing computation time. We
introduce a new twist on the proxy-surface approach,
specifically tailored to metasurfaces. In a metasurface, at
the first few tree levels (the larger domains in Fig. 1(b)),
the dominant field interaction is typically horizontal wave
propagation, such that discretizing the surfaces with
equal number of points along top/bottom sidewalls as
their left/right counterparts is wasteful (and leads to ar-
tificial inflation of the apparent rank of the interaction).
Instead, we propose using an open proxy surface, verti-
cal cuts extending above and below the metasurface, as
depicted in Fig. 1(d), for these large-domain, first tree
levels, which unlocks faster compression via proxy sur-
faces in metasurface geometries.

Given the HBS compression of G, exploiting our
vertical-cut proxy surfaces, the next step is to enable
matrix-vector multiplication with the “solution” matrix
(I−BG)−1, without actually computing and storing this
large, dense matrix. The key, again, is to exploit the rank
structure of the matrices involved. The hierarchical block
matrix form of I −BG has the same HODLR structure
as G. After separating the solution matrix (TBD: OR
ITS INVERSE?) into a product of the diagonal and off-
diagonal parts of the matrix (for example, see Sec. 5.6 of
Ref. [16]), the inverse of the product becomes the inverse
of a block-diagonal matrix multiplied by the inverse of an
identity-plus-low-rank matrix; the latter itself of identity-
plus-low-rank form. Hence one can compute the inverses
of the small blocks at the base of the hierarchy, then tra-
verse the tree upward to build the matrices comprising
the solution matrix, (I−BG)−1.

Since we have not formed the large, dense solution ma-
trix itself, we then need an algorithm to compute the
product of the solution matrix with a source (incident)
field f . We can do this by reversing the order of opera-
tions in building the inverse matrices, and doing a down-
ward traversal of the tree, from root to leaves, sequen-
tially adding the products of the relevant matrices with
f . Given the compression and proxy-surface techniques
outlined above, instead of the usual O(N3/2) complexity
for general geometries, the total simulation complexity
for metasurfaces is O(N).

The collective procedure for a fast and accurate
integral-equation-based metasurface simulation solver is
given in Fig. 2. Starting from a square-grid discretization
of a smoothed geometry (step 1), one adds quadrature-
correction terms to the Green’s-function matrix to en-
able higher-order accuracy (step 2). A binary tree data
structure is then created for the hierchical compression
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FIG. 1. (a) Left panel: the magnitude of Green’s function matrix G, a dense matrix with slowly decaying off-diagonal
components. Right panel: the HODLR rank structure of G. The hierarchical off-diagonal components (white) are low-rank,
leaving only a small number of small, full-rank diagonal blocks (gray). (b) A binary tree structure for non-recursive storage
of G. (c) Hierarchical partition of a metasurface simulation region. Each partitioned box corresponds to a node in the binary
tree. (d) A tailored vertical-cut proxy surface to most efficiently compress the interactions of one volume of the scatterer
with another. Usage of this proxy surface in tandem with compression and acceleration techniques leads, up to logarithmic
corrections, to a computation time scaling linearly with diameter.

and fast solution algorithms (step 3). As part of the
compression, vertical-cut proxy surfaces are used, while
random-matrix algorithms can be used for fast interpola-
tive decomposition (ID) in steps 4 and 5. These matri-
ces can then be used to represent the solution matrix,
either accurately or with crude accuracy, where the lat-
ter is useful for preconditioning (steps 6,7). Finally, ei-
ther the accurate inverse is multiplied by the excitation
vector, or an iterative algorithm is used with the pre-
conditioned system matrix (step 8). The orange boxes
highlight the high-order quadrature ideas first proposed
in Ref. [29], the green boxes highlight fast-direct solver
ideas from Ref. [22], while the blue box highlights the
metasurface-adapted proxy surface adaptations that we
propose towards simulating, and designing, the largest
possible metasurfaces. These steps are nearly indepen-
dent of the dimensionality and polarization of the prob-
lem (2D TE, 2D TM, 3D), except that in the vector cases
some reordering of the indices is helpful, and that the
Green’s function itself requires unique quadratures for
each case. For the largest diameters, we use all of steps 1
through 8 for maximum computational efficiency, but one
can use only a subset of the steps for smaller problems,
to reduce implementation complexity.

III. COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we demonstrate the capability of
this fast-direct, linear-in-diameter algorithm to simulate

large- and very-large-scale metasurfaces. We start with a
prototypical problem of small to modest sizes, where we
can compare the simulation times of the fast-direct in-
tegral solver with a finite-difference time-domain solver.
The key result is that the FDTD simulation error in-
creases steadily as the domain size increases, whereas the
fast-direct solver error does not. Next, we turn our ef-
forts to the design of very-large-scale metasurfaces. First
we design a metalens that is 20,000λ in diameter, with
a high efficiency even at a high numerical aperture. Fi-
nally, we show that this simulation approach works for
any incident field, including in-plane waveguide-mode ex-
citations, and design a large-area (1000λ-diameter) non-
periodic grating coupler, for large-area beam generation.

A. Test case: fast-direct integral solver vs. FDTD

As a first example, we compare the performance of the
integral solver proposed above with Meep, a state-of-the-
art FDTD solver [11]. For benchmarking purposes, we
consider 2D TE simulations (electric field out of plane)
of the geometries in Fig. 3(a). These geometries consti-
tute non-periodic, multilayered metasurfaces, generated
by starting with a non-symmetric center region compris-
ing two blazed-grating regions (with randomly situated
slanted pillars) with opposite blazing directions, then
mimicking the left/right-pattern outwards, consistently
doubling the size. We use this structure to induce strong
nonlocality (waves that propagate left-to-right in addi-
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1. Discretize volume integral equation on Cartesian grid (à la DDA): 𝜓 𝑥 − ∫ G!!"(x, x#)𝜒(x#)𝜓(𝑥#) = f(x) à I − G!!"B ψ = f 
2. Add quadrature-correction terms Τ to G!!" (≥ 4th order accuracy): G = G!!" + Τ à I − BG ψ = f à Aψ = f

3. Generate binary tree data structure for the metasurface simulation region.

4. Create proxy surfaces for faster compression of matrix G (HODLR). Prioritize all the vertical cuts first when 
creating the binary tree structure. For tree levels with horizontal cuts, proxy surfaces wrap around the 
partition boxes. For levels with vertical cuts, proxy surfaces extend vertically by the two sides of the boxes.

5. Compress corrected matrix G by traversing the binary tree upwards and using interpolative 
decomposition (ID). Apply randomized ID instead of conventional ID when applicable. Metasurface

𝑁!
𝑁"

6. Construct matrices to compute, or approximate, matrix inverse A$%, by upwards traversal of the binary tree.

7. Use the matrix from step 6 to precondition Aψ = f, by downwards traversal of down the binary tree.

8. Compute the field solution from A$% or the preconditioned Aψ = f  FFT operation for matrix multiplication

Possible solution sequences: (1,2,8); (1–6,8); (1–8)

FIG. 2. Procedure for fast and accurate integral-equation-based metasurface simulations. The orange boxes outline the high-
order quadrature method developed in Ref. [29], while the green boxes highlight fast-direct solver techniques from Ref. [16].
The blue box highlights the metasurface-adapted proxy surface and randomized ID adaptations that we propose, enabling
linear-in-diameter scaling of the simulation time. Smaller structures can be simulated with iterative methods (steps 1,2,8), but
the largest structures require compression and a direct solver (steps 1–6,8) or an approximate direct solve with a few “polish”
iterative solves at the end (steps 1–8).

tion to upward/downward propagation). Metasurfaces
in which the interaction is almost entirely local (predom-
inantly up/down propagation) can already be simulated
by techniques exploiting the locality [15, 37, 40, 43–45],
but such metasurfaces have limitations in performance
if they cannot take advantage of nonlocality [46, 47]. A
primary goal in the metasurface community is in taking
steps to nonlocal [48–52] and multilayer [53–59] meta-
surfaces, which Fig. 3(a) effects. For generic wavelength
λ, we consider 7 multilayer designs: the first has diam-
eter 50λ, the second 100λ, and so forth (doubling each
time), up to 25 × 26λ = 1600λ diameter. The grating
thickness is taken to be 1λ, the substrate 0.45λ, and the
air gaps (mimicking spacer layers [55, 56, 58, 59]) 0.2λ.
The scatterer material is taken to have refractive index of
2, typical of transparent materials at visible frequencies
(e.g. SiN [60]). For each diameter we create 5 sample
metasurfaces to simulate (with different random pillar
positions), to smooth the error rates. The resolution of
the FDTD solver is taken to be 80 points per free-space
wavelength (chosen to ensure no greater than 10% error
at the smallest diameter), while the fast-direct integral
solver uses 40 points per wavelength. To compute er-
ror rates, we find the “ground truth” solution at each
diameter by using the fast-direct solver at high enough
resolution to ensure converge to ≲ 0.1% accuracy. We
also verify for the smallest diameter structure that the
FDTD solutions indeed converge (albeit slowly) to the
ground-truth solution.

Figure 3(b-d) depict data from the fast-direct integral-

equation solver and the FDTD solver for various scat-
terer diameters. Fig. 3(b) shows the total electric field
(from our fast-direct solver) in the smallest-diameter case
considered, with 50λ diameter. The image shows the
complex interference patterns common to nonlocal meta-
surfaces. Fig. 3(c) shows the simulation times for both
solvers as a function of the diameter of the scatterer.
The number of grid points per wavelength is kept fixed
for each simulation, and the FDTD termination criterion
measures the field energy in the scattering body. The ab-
solute value of the simulation time is not crucial: the fast-
direct solver is about twice as fast, but these numbers can
be scaled based on CPU/GPU implementations, number
of parallel cores, etc. (The integral-equation solver is run
on a high-memory, 8-node, 3.3 GHz compute node, while
the FDTD solver is run on a 24-cpu, 2.9 GHz compute
node.) The total simulation time for a given application
will also highly depend on whether a multi-frequency sim-
ulation is required (where FDTD can be very fast), multi-
frequency design is required (where FDTD is less fast due
to slow adjoint computations [61]), multi-angle simula-
tions or designs (where the integral-equation solver can
be very fast), multi-iteration designs (where the integral-
equation solver has additional speedups), and so forth.
In the quest for pushing simulations to the largest size
scales, the key question is the amount of time required
for accurate simulation, as a function of scatterer size.

As seen in Fig. 3(c), both solvers have simulation times
that scale linearly with the size of the solver. This
is almost a trivial fact for the FDTD solver, since we
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FIG. 3. Comparison between the fast-direct integral-equation method and FDTD for nonlocal metasurfaces. (a) Geomety
of the nonlocal metasurfaces: three layers, each generated from a non-symmetric center region comprising two blazed-grating
regions (with randomly located slanted pillars) with opposite blazing directions, then adding the same the left/right-pattern
outwards, consistently doubling the size. (b) Total electric field in our 50λ-diameter metasurface. (c) Average simulation time
over 5 metasurfaces at each diameter, with the simulation resolution fixed, which automatically leads to linear-in-time scaling
for FDTD. The integral solver showing linear scaling is a demonstration of the predicted scaling from our compression and
proxy-surface techniques. (d) Average simulation error for each technique. Whereas the FDTD solver average error increases
from 10% to 18% as the diameter increases (with the largest single-simulation error exceeding 20%), the integral solver maintains
less than 1% error.

keep the resolution fixed, and the number of time steps
hardly changes. For the fast-direct integral-equation
solver, however, the linear scaling is a significant achieve-
ment. This shows that our implementation of dense-
matrix compression as well as hierarchical simulation
algorithms have indeed correctly led to linear-in-time,
integral-equation-based simulation.

The payoff for the linear-in-time integral-equation
solver is shown in Fig. 3(d). The FDTD solver error
increases as the size of the simulation region increases,
as expected for a finite-difference discretization of the
poorly conditioned differential form of Maxwell’s equa-
tions. One can see that the possibly tolerable 10% er-
rors at the smaller diameters are approaching 20% at the
1600λ-diameter structure. At the extraordinarily large
sizes that we can consider in the next section, the errors
are too large to be useful, and increasing the resolution
to the point of bringing the errors back to say 5% would
incur enormous increases in simulation time. By con-
trast, the matrices created by discretizing the integral
equations are well-conditioned, implying the possibility
for high accuracy at very large sizes, which is born out
in the integral-solver data in Fig. 3(d). The fast-direct
solver can maintain accuracies better than 1%, which is
important not only for simulation purposes, but addition-
ally for iterative design algorithms, where errors in con-
secutive geometries can hamper the convergence speed of
an optimization algorithm itself.

B. Fullwave inverse design of a centimeter-scale
metalens

Next we use the fast-direct integral-equation solver to
design metasurfaces at extreme size scales. We consider
a cylindrical metalens with a refractive index of 2 (as for
SiN in the visible [60]), under TE-polarized illumination
(scalar electric field), with a diameter that is 20,000 wave-
lengths in size. This size corresponds to a 1 cm diameter
for 500 nm wavelength. To the best of our knowledge, this
is significantly larger than the largest fullwave metalens
designs to date [59], which had diameters of 129λ (for
single-wavelength thickness) or 100λ (for 10λ thickness).
We design for a numerical aperture of 0.9, a high NA that
requires strong light focusing, and where unit-cell and re-
lated approximations break down. We consider a meta-
surface of “pillars” 1λ in height, with arbitrary widths
and separations, which together comprise about 200,000
design variables (the total number is not fixed as pil-
lars can be created or destroyed during the optimization
process). We use adjoint-based inverse design [62–64] to
compute the gradients with respect to all degrees of free-
dom at every iteration, and we use gradient ascent for
the optimization algorithm. We also impose a minimum-
feature-size constraint by forbidding widths smaller than
λ/50 (10 nm for 500 nm wavelength). To balance the
tradeoff between speed and accuracy, we use a simulation
grid spacing of λ/36, which corresponds to field errors
at a reasonable 2–3%. The initial compression of G re-
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FIG. 4. Optimized 2D metalens with a 20,000λ diameter. (a) Evolution of the figure of merit over 50 optimization iterations,
requiring less than three days to complete on a 16-CPU cluster. The final Strehl ratio reaches 56%. (b) Electric field intensity
distribution on the focal plane. Inset: field intensity map near the focal plane (white dashed line), in a region 10λ× 20λ. (c)
Electric field from the metalens through the focal plane. The absolute field value is plotted in log scale, with the colormap
floor restricted to 10−0.5 to de-emphasize the fields within the scatterer itself. The location of the 1.45λ × 20, 000λ metalens
is represented by the black line. (d) Detailed geometric structure of the metalens. Due to the large aspect ratio, the metalens
is divided into 64 vertically stacked segments, each of which is 312.5λ wide. Shaded portions in (c) are mapped to their
corresponding rows in (d) to illustrate the segmentation.

quires 230 seconds, but can be reused for every iteration.
Within every iteration, building (I −BG)−1 takes 2330
seconds, and the solution via BICGSTAB takes 1150 sec
for both direct and adjoint simulations, for a total time
per iteration of 4630 seconds.

Figure 4(a) shows the evolution of the focal-point in-
tensity of the metalens over the course of 50 optimization
steps. By the end of the optimization, the Strehl ratio
(defined as the focal-point intensity as a fraction of an
ideal Airy-beam focusing intensity) reaches 56%, quite
a high efficiency consider the numerical aperture of 0.9.
This Strehl ratio is defined relative to all power incident
upon the metasurface, not only the power transmitted
through the surface. Figure 4(b,c) show the fields of the
optimal design: one can clearly see nearly ideal perfor-

mance in the focal plane (Fig. 4(b)), and the excellent
focusing performance (Fig. 4(c)). Figure 4(d) shows the
full metalens design. Given the difficulty of visualizing
a structure with an approximately 20,000:1.5 aspect ra-
tio, we partition the metasurface into 64 segments, each
312.5λ wide, and vertically stack the neighboring seg-
ments. The shaded circles in Fig. 4(c) map different
segments within the metasurface to the corresponding
design for that segment in Fig. 4(d). The entire fullwave
optimization process for the 20,000λ diameter metasur-
face requires only 64 hours to complete on a single 16-
CPU compute node cluster. Further speedups should be
possible with a more extensive parallelization effort.
Inverse design offers little guidance as to why an op-

timized structure performs well. In Fig. 5 we present a
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FIG. 5. (a) Phase performance of the ideal lens (black), optimized metalens (gray), and a binary Fresnel lens (red). (b) The
optimized metalens geometry shows an average-height profile similar to a Fresnel lens (averaged over one-micron regions), albeit
in a lithographic form factor and with significant corrections. (c) Intensity enhancements of the binary Fresnel lens versus the
optimized metalens.

partial mechanism for understanding the optimized de-
sign. First, Fig. 5(a) shows that the optimized lens ef-
fectivelly creates the correct outgoing-field phase profile
across the surface of the metalens, even at the extreme
edges where the phase varies more rapidly. Then, in
Fig. 5(b) we see that a locally averaged (over every one
micron) height profile of the optimized metalens resem-
bles that of a Fresnel lens, albeit with some significant
modifications near the height discontinuities, presumably
to smooth and enhance the performance. A binary Fres-
nel lens, depicted in (red) in Fig. 5(b), does not create an
effective phase profile in Fig. 5(a), which leads to subpar
intensity focusing as depicted in Fig. 5(c). The optimized
metalens offers a 40X relative intensity enhancement.
Hence, we can interpret the complex structural patterns
of the optimized metalens as a device that creates the
ideal outgoing-field phase profile, while accounting for
all multiple-scattering effects present in such strong-field-
bending scenarios.

C. Fullwave inverse design of a millimeter-scale
waveguide coupler

Large-area, nonperiodic metasurfaces can also be ex-
cited from the side, scattering waves into free space,
thereby acting as grating couplers. Such side-coupled
excitations experience very long propagation lengths,

rendering typical unit-cell approximations [54] ineffec-
tive or of modest efficiency [13–15, 65]. The fast-direct
solver approach is effective for any excitation. Hence
the same algorithms and solver described above for con-
ventional metasurface applications can seamlessly be ap-
plied to grating couplers and related beam-coupling de-
vices. In this section, we design a 1000-wavelength-long
grating coupler, well beyond the limits of conventional
finite-difference and finite-element solvers, for coupling a
waveguide mode to a large-area Gaussian beam.

For a telecommunications wavelength of 1550 nm, the
coupler length of 1000 wavelengths corresponds to a phys-
ical length of 1.55mm. We consider a material with per-
mittivity 2.2, close to that of SiO2 [66], and TE-polarized
propagation. The grating is taken to comprise pillars of
0.4λ height on a 0.45λ-thick substrate. We use the same
shape-optimization algorithm described above, utilizing
adjoint gradients at each iteration of the optimization, to
maximize the out-coupling efficiency to a target Gaussian
beam with field pattern E = E0 exp

(
−x2/2w2

)
, with

parameter w set to 341λ, creating a full-width at half-
maximum of about 800λ, corresponding to a 1.24mm
beam size for λ = 1550 nm. The amplitude E0 is cho-
sen to correspond to all incoming waveguide power being
scattered into the Gaussian mode. The waveguide mode
is excited by an electric dipole source located multiple
wavelengths from the start of the design region, to pre-
vent back-reflection of the source near field.
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FIG. 6. 1, 000λ-long waveguide coupler inverse designed via 750 iterations, each with two full simulations by our fast-direct
solver. (a) Target (red) and optimal (blue) scattered field on a horizontal plane 90λ above the coupler, excited from the
left by the primary TE mode of the waveguide. The coupling efficiency is 53%, defined as the power flow into the target
mode. (b) Field intensity, showing strong coupling to a vertically propagating Gaussian mode. The primary loss mechanism is
downward scattering, which is likely unavoidable given the refractive indices and design constraints (height, lithography, etc.).
(c) Depiction of the optimal metalens, partitioned into 10 segments of 100λ widths.

To balance the tradeoff between simulation speed and
accuracy, we use resolution λ/40, for which we find errors
of apprximately 5%. The compression stage takes 30 sec-
onds, which can be reused for all simulations during the
optimization. Then simulating the forward and adjoint
excitations takes a little more than two minutes per iter-
ation, so that a 750-iteration optimization on an 8-core,
2.9 GHz compute node can be completed in about 33
hours. Starting from a random initial pattern, the design
process iterates to a grating coupler with 53% coupling
efficiency to a large-area Gaussian beam.

The final design and its corresponding field patterns
are shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6(a) shows the target field
(red) alongside the simulated field of the optimal design
(blue), along a plane 90λ above the grating-coupler sur-
face. The full spatial distribution is shown in Fig. 6(b),
while the optimal design is shown in Fig. 6(c). (For vi-
sualization purposes, the intensity is shown in log scale,
with small-scale oscillations filtered out by Gaussian con-
volution. Figure 6(a) clearly depicts the oscillations.
The colormap ceiling is saturated to de-emphasize the
fields within the scatterer.) To accommodate the high
aspect ratio of the device we split it into ten segments
and arrange them vertically. From Fig. 6(a,b), one can
see that the optimal field closely approaches the tar-
get. The key factor inhibiting even higher efficiency is

power that is scattered downwards, due to the symmet-
ric air regions above and below the device (pattern and
thin substrate). For example, in the unpatterned struc-
ture, a dipole source placed directly above the waveguide
radiates nearly symmetrically in the up and down di-
rections: approximately 50–55% upwards, and 45–50%
downwards. An examination of the polarization fields
induced in the optimal design shows little vertical phase
variation within the grating-coupler pillars, suggesting
that the pillars cannot effectively cancel the downwards
radiation. Hence, the optimal design is closely approach-
ing the upper limit of what is possible for a grating cou-
pler in this architecture.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we propose a fast-direct integral-equation
solver for large-scale two-dimensional metasurface simu-
lations. The solver takes advantage of high-order quadra-
ture schemes to attain high simulation accuracy for
modest resolution, as well as tailored algorithmic im-
provements within the emerging fast-direct solver frame-
work [16, 22, 29, 67], to ultimately achieve linear-in-time
scaling of the computations as a function of metasur-
face diameter. Our simulations show significant scala-
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bility advantages relative to finite-difference simulations,
offering the possibility to reach extreme sizes and scales
without sacrificing any aspects of wave scattering. We
realize these possibilities with two optimal designs; first,
for a high-NA metalens with 20, 000λ diameter (corre-
sponding to a cm-scale design for 500 nm wavelength),
then, for a high-efficiency grating coupler with a 1000λ
design-region length, targeting large-area beam genera-
tion applications.

The key next steps are the translation of these de-
sign principles to three dimensions. Two-dimensional
simulations with rotational symmetries would already be
of interest for many three-dimensional applications with
cylindrical symmetry (e.g. Ref. [59]), after which the
three-dimensional case follows. Each of these cases re-
quires significant numerics and code development, as the
Green’s functions are different in each scenario. One in-

teresting potential tradeoff in three dimensions would be
to consider a surface-integral-equation approach, which
has more complex quadrature implementation require-
ments, but which may yield computational speed advan-
tages. As these simulations tools are developed, one can
expect that fast-direct integral-equation solvers will un-
lock the possibility to do nanophotonic design at the scale
of conventional optics.
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